Experimental investigation on ultimate strength and failure response of composite box beams used in wind turbine blades

This study focuses on the ultimate strength and failure response of composite box beams under three-point bending. The box beams consist of spar caps and shear webs and they are typically used in wind turbine blades as load-carrying members. Different spar cap configurations and loading directions are examined experimentally to investigate structural behavior associated with multiple nonlinearities leading to structural collapse. Global displacements, local strains and video images are recorded throughout the loading history to capture failure initiation, propagation and the strain state contributing to post-collapse characteristics. The failure mechanisms of the box beams involving geometric, material and contact nonlinearities are discussed in detail. The study shows that compressive crushing failure, driven by local buckling of shear webs, determines the ultimate strength of the box beams under flapwise loading, and adhesive joint debonding, initiated by local adhesive cracking and spar cap buckling, is the critical failure mode of the box beams under edgewise loading. The Brazier effect and shear nonlinearity contribute to the initial failure depending on the loading directions. Debonding rather than delamination characterizes post-collapse behavior of all box beams examined in this study.
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